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BEIJING, Nov. 15, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- China Liberal Education Holdings Limited (Nasdaq: CLEU) ("China Liberal", the "Company", or "we"),
a China-based company that provides smart campus solutions and other educational services, today announced that its all-in-one teaching machine,
AI-Space, received recognition and recommendation by industry experts from each of the Foreign Language Professional Committee of China
Association for Educational Technology ("CAET") and the Educational Information Technology Research Branch of Beijing Association of Higher
Education ("BAHE").

On October 27, 2021, the Company hosted a reception for a number of industry experts, including Mr. Shaogang Zhang, Executive Vice President of
CAET, Mr. Junjing Wang, Secretary General of Foreign Language Professional Committee of CAET, and Ms. Fei Li, Chairwoman of Educational
Information Technology Research Branch of BAHE. The Company presented and introduced AI-Space to the experts, including its product positioning,
main functions, design, technology, and quality.

With the acknowledgement of the features of AI-Space, the team of industry experts reached the following opinions:

AI-Space aims to solve practical issues with teaching tools in classroom settings, by consolidating front-end audio system,
video system, control system, network system, recording system, wireless projection, and remote conference into one
machine.
The design of AI-Space makes teaching more effective and enhances overall learning experience for students.
AI-Space adopts a medical-grade touch screen and uses a strong power supply. Its modular design supports users to
customize configuration according to their needs, which provides users simple, efficient, and cost-effective solutions in
teaching scenarios.
AI-Space provides powerful audio and video processing, including audio addition and de-embedding, wireless projection,
video splicing, and flexible configuration of input and output signals.
AI-Space is compatible with a variety of video conferencing software and has multiple expansion ports.
AI-Space features easy installation, deployment, operation and maintenance with good compatibility.

The expert team believes that with its novel design, various practical functions, deep integration and wide application scenarios, AI-Space is a leading
and advanced teaching machine and will benefit faculty and students by creating a more efficient learning environment.

About China Liberal Education Holdings Limited

China Liberal, headquartered in Beijing, is an educational services provider in China. It provides a wide range of services, including those under
Sino-foreign jointly managed academic programs; overseas study consulting services; technological consulting services for Chinese universities to
improve their campus information and data management system and to optimize their teaching, operating and management environment, creating a
"smart campus"; and tailored job readiness training to graduating students. For more information, visit the company's website at ir.chinaliberal.com.

Forward-Looking Statements

This document contains forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties and are
based on our expectations and projections about future events, which we derive from the information currently available to us. Such forward-looking
statements relate to future events or our future performance, including: our financial performance and projections; our growth in revenue and earnings;
and our business prospects and opportunities. You can identify forward-looking statements by those that are not historical in nature, particularly those
that use terminology such as "may," "should," "expects," "anticipates," "contemplates," "estimates," "believes," "plans," "projected," "predicts,"
"potential," or "hopes" or the negative of these or similar terms. In evaluating these forward-looking statements, you should consider various factors,
including: our ability to change the direction of the Company; our ability to keep pace with new technology and changing market needs; and the
competitive environment of our business. These and other factors may cause our actual results to differ materially from any forward-looking statement.
Forward-looking statements are only predictions. The forward-looking events discussed in this press release and other statements made from time to
time by us or our representatives, may not occur, and actual events and results may differ materially and are subject to risks, uncertainties and
assumptions about us. The Company undertakes no obligation to update forward-looking statements to reflect subsequent occurring events or
circumstances, or changes in its expectations, except as may be required by law. Although the Company believes that the expectations expressed in
these forward-looking statements are reasonable, it cannot assure you that such expectations will turn out to be correct, and the Company cautions
investors that actual results may differ materially from the anticipated results and encourages investors to review risk factors that may affect its future
results in the Company's registration statement and in its other filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
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